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Le t r be a di scre te group of real 2 X 2 matri ce s of determinant 1. Genera li zing the usual notion of 
a be li a n int egral, Eic hler has de fin ed <I>(T) to be an automorphic int egra l of d egree 2n - 2 on r if (1) 
<I> IA = <1> + W .. I for a ll AEr. He re n is a pos itive intege r, W .. I is a polynomial in T of degree 2n - 2 or less, 
and <I> IA = (CT+ d)2n - 2<1> (A T) , whe re T is co nfined to the uppe r half· plane. A co nseque nce of (1) is that 
(2) W ,," = W.I I B + WII · If <I> has a t mos t poles but no logar ithmic s in gulariti es, (Il is sa id to be of the second 
kind a nd thi s requires (3) w" = Q I (A - I ) for all e le me nt s A that fix a rea l c us p of a fundam e nt al region 
of r , whe re Q is a polynomial of d eg ree .;; 2n - 2. Eic hl e r prove d that the necessary conditions (2) 
and (3') a re a lso suffi c ie nt for the e xi ste nce o f a <I) on r with the preass igned "periods" w" , but onl y 
wh e n I' is a s ubgroup uf finit e inde x in the modular b'TOUP. He re (3') is a s tronge r ve rs ion of (3). In the 
prese nt pape r thi s is ge ne ra li ze d to a ll groups r that are finit e ly·generated and have tra ns lati ons, a nd 
we use th e co rrec t co nditions (2), (3) rath e r than (2), (3'). 

Key word s : Autom orphic form ; a utomorphic int egral ; fundam e nta l regio n; gro up; Poincare se ri es. 

1. Let r be an H-group (defined in sec tion 2). Followin g Eic hler [1] I and P etersson [5] we 
introdu ce a certain ge neralization of the abelian integral. For a fun c tion f( T) defined on the upper 
half-plane H and an integer r, set 

where A IS real and has positive determinant; also set 

for constants O't, 0'2. We say <I>(T) is an automorphic integral of degree 2n-2 ~ 0 on r if <I> satisfies 
three conditions: 

<I> is meromorphic in H (1) 

<I> 12,, - 2 (A -1) = WA, AEr (2) 

where 1 = (~ ~) and W.·I is a polynomial of degree ~ 2n - 2. Before we can describe the third 

condition , certain preliminaries are required. 
Let PIJ = P be a ge nerator of the (cyclic) stabilizer of r at the parabolic cusp p. If VlJoo = p , 

Vp ESL(2, R), then 

V- IPV -S - (1 A,IJ) 
/J IJ- P- 01 ' 
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and Ap> 0 for the right choice of P (either P or P-l); moreover Ap is independent of the choice 
of Vp • Since (fIA) IB=fIAB , it follows from (2) that , with 1=1211 -2, 

and here wplVp is also a polynomial of degree",; 2n-2. Let q(T) =qp(T) be a polynomial of degree 
"';2n-1 that satisfies the above equation, i.e., qISp=q+wplVp· Then (<plVp-q)ISp=<plVp-q 
and there is an expansion 

<plVp= Laplle21Tihr/AP+ qp(T). 
II 

The series in the right member is called the Fourier series of <P at p. We say <P is meromorphic 
at p if its Fourier series at p converges for 1m T ;;;: To (p) and is left-finite. In that case 

<P (T) IVI' = L alipe2TTilir/ A p+ qp( T) ; 
Ii = h o(P) 

(3) 

ho is called the order of <P at p. The third condition in the definition of an automorphic intew.al 
IS now: 

<P is meromorphic at each cusp of f. 

The function <P is called an integral of the third kind. If the degree of qp is ",; 2n - 2 for all p , 
<P is said to be of the second kind. When <P is of the second kind and <P is holomorphic in Hand 
at the cusps (order of<p nonnegative at each cusp), we say <P is of the first kind. The usual abelian 
integral is the case n = l. 

The polynomial WA is called the period polynomial associated with A. From (2) we derive 

WAB=<p1 (AB -1) = <PI(A -1) IB +<pIB-l), 

that is, 

(4) 

The relation (4) is therefore a necessary condition in order that a set of polynomials {W A( T) , A E r} 
of degree ",; 2n - 2 be the period polynomials of an automorphic integral of degree 2n - 2. 

Let N be a normal fundamental region (Dirichlet region) for f and let p be a cusp of N. Since 
the Fourier series of <plVp is invariant under Sp, we calculate from (3): 

Now suppose <P is of the second kind. Then qI" and therefore 

are a polynomials of degree ",; 2/1 - 2. That is, 

(5) 

for each cusp p lying in N. This condition, along with (4), is a necessary condition. A stronger 
requirement than (5) is 

Wp == 0 (5' ) 
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at each cusp of N, where, as always , P is the normalized generator of [ p. 

In [1] Eichler s hows, by applying the Riemann·Roch theorem , that the conditions (4) and 
(5) are not only necessary but also sufficient in order that {(VA} be the period polynomials of an 
integral of the second kind. In [2] Eic hler s hows by an elementary method that (4) and (5/) are 
sufficient conditions, but only for [ a subgroup of finite index in the modular group. 

Eichler 's argum ent consi sts in settin g up two Poincare series , the quoti e nt of which is the 
desired atuomorphic integral <f>. To es tablish convergence of the numerator seri es, he develops 
an estimate of (V A, namely. 

where C is a function of T alone, A = ( ; !), andf is a function defined in theorem 1, below. This 

estimate depends in turn on some lemmas , which are establi shed for general H ·groups [ (see defini· 
tion in Sec. 2) , but the estimate for (V A is proved only for subgroups of the modular group. 

It is the purpose of this paper to carry through Eichler's argument /or [ , an arbitrary H·group, 
using conditions (4) and (5), the correct conditions. This requires in particular the use of a different 
type of Poincare se ri es than in [2]. I am indebted to M. I. Knopp for some helpful correspondence 
on the role of conditions (5) and (5 ' ). 

The map {A ~ (V A, A tT} is the basis of Ei chler 's co ns tru ction of a cohomology of r. Suc h a 
map is called a cocycle if (4) is sati s fi ed; it is a coboundary if (V A = e I (A -1) for all A E [ , where e 
is a fixed polynomial of degree ~ 2n - 2. See [1] for detail s. 

The connection of automorphic integral s with automorphic forms is two·fold. Firs t , an auto· 
morphi c integral is an automorphic form if its periods are all zero. Seco ndly, the (2n-1) -st 
derivative of <t> is a n automorphic form of degree - 2n. (This is eas ily proved by express ing the 
derivative as a Cauc hy integral.) Let <f>(T) = d(2 11 - Ilc:I>ld2n - 1T. The n" <f> is of the second kind if 
and only if <f> has no constant term in its Fourier series at p for all p. <f> is of the first kind if and 
only if <f> is a cusp form. Here <f> may have poles at interior points of H , but the principal parts 
must. be suc h that <t> r emains s ingle ·valued. 

2. Let LF(2, R ) be the group of all linear· fractional transformation s AT = (aT + b )/(CT + d) 
with real a , b, c, d and ad-b c = l.Le t SL(2 , R) b e th e group of all real 2 X 2 matrices 

A=( ; ~) of dete rminant 1. Then LF(2 , R) = SL(2 , R)/{I , -I} , the correspondence being 

±A ~ A , and we may write AT in place of AT without confusion. We regard LF(2 , R) as acting on 
the upper half-plane H. 

Next we introduce H -groups; these are horocycli c, possess translations , and have normal 
fundam ental regions of finite hyperbolic area. An equivalent to the last condition is that the funda
mental region s hould have a finite number of sides, which implies that the group is finitely gener 
ated. For the facts about H -groups used in the following, see for example [3], [4], or [6]. In general 
we do not di stin guish between the matrix group [ and the transformation group [/{I , -I} , i.e., 
we identify A and - A. 

Let [ be an H -group. The stabilizer of (X) is denoted by [ ,, ; it is cyclic and we let 

S=(~ ~) ' A>O (6) 

be a generator. Write 

(7) 

to denote that M is a system of coset representatives of [ with respect to [ " . 
Let N be a normal polygon (Dirichlet region) for [ with center Wo = ~ + iyo and having (X) as 

a cusp. We may assume 

Ixol ~ 1./2 , yo> O. (8) 

338-397 0 - 69- 7 
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To see this, consider Sm(N) = N I ; then NI is a normal polygon with 00 as a cusp and the center of 
NI satisfies (8) if m is chosen suitably. Let p be a cusp of N. If P fixes p, then SmpS-m=P I fixes 
the c usp PI = S /lip of N. If condition (5) is satisfied for the fundamental region N, we have 

and the latter implies 

Wsm= Qsl(Sm-1) 

for all integers m. Hence 

Setting 

we see after a little calculation that this is equivalent to 

Thus condition (5) is fulfilled for the fundamental region N I • We shall therefore fix a fundamental 
region N, which is a normal polygon having 00 as a cusp and center Wo satisfying (8). N itself lies 
in the strip Ixl ~ /.... 

We can now select a system of representatives M so that Awo lies in the strip I x I ~ /",/2 for 
AEM. If this is not true for A, it is true for SIIIA with a suitable m, and A andSIIIA lie in the same coset. 

For the mome nt we de not e by ml , mt, ... positive constants that depend only on f and on 
yo. Later we shall permit these constants to depend on other parameters also. 

The sides of N are arranged in co njugate pairs, and the elements of f mapping one side of a 
pair on the other form a system of generators for f. Call this system 

(9) 

it is finit e s in ce N has a finite number of sides. In [lJ Eichler gives an algorithm for representing 
A Eras a word in the generators f!lJ. We proceed by indu ction: if we have already chosen DI, ... , D; 
in the represe ntation 

connect the point DID2 ... D;(wo) with AWl) by a hyperbolic straight line. This line leaves the 
polygon DI ... D;(N) and enters a neighboring polygon, and it is seen that the latter can be 
written as DI ... D;D;+I(N) with a D;+IE f!lJ . To start the process join Wo to Awo• The process 
terminates (see [2]) and we get the representation: 

(10) 

Note that a power of an element occurring in (10) is writte n as a product, i.e. , B\" would be written 
asB I ... B I=Dj +IDj +2 ... Dj +lII • 

The following two lemmas are proved in [2J (theorems 1 and 2) on the assumption that f is 
an H -group and are therefore available to us. Define 

f-t(B) = at + W + y2 + 82 , 

where B = (~ ~) ESL(2, R). Note that 

f-t(B) ~ 2. 
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LEMMA 1. Let (10) be given. A Jactor oj (10) that is not parabolic is caLled a section. fj Dj + I . . . Die 
=P"- j with P para boLic, then Dj + , .. D" is caLLed a section. Let L be the number of sections in 
(10); then 

L EM MA 2. Let (10) be given and Let 

(12) 

where C i is a sec ti on. The n 

We s uppose now that a system of polynomials {wiI( r ) IA Er} is give n, of degree not exceedin g 
2n -2, and that th is sys te m sati sfi es (4) and (5), the la tte r co ndition bein g sati s fi ed for th e fund a· 
me ntal region N specified above. We are go in g to es tim ate WA. We need so me prelimi na ry le mm as 
fir s t. 

L EMMA 3. Let ( ac b) r -J. 0 Th' I I d E , C -r- . ere eXls ts a constant m4 suc I, t ~at 

lei ;;,: m.l > O. 

This follows fro m the fact th at fi s di screte a nd has transla tions; the proof is in [3], p. 45. 
In the following we shall need a se t of pos iti ve cons ta nts depe nd ing at mos t on r, wo, a positive 

cons tant a to be de fin ed la te r , and on the coefficie nts of th e polynomi als {w/J, BE!JJ }. F rom now on 
we denote suc h consta nts by ml , m 2, .. 

W e introdu ce the regions Ea , a > 0: 

Ea : Ixi <S; l /a, y ;;,: a. (13) 

E very compac t subset of H is co ntained in so me Ea. 

L EM MA 4. Let c, d be reaL. For TEEa we have 

PROOF. When c = 0 the result hold s provided m 6 ;;,: a-2. When c 0/= 0, 

1 
CT + d 12 1 r + d/ c 1 2 1 r + u 1 2 - - = --- ,.::: sup --
ci + d i + d/ c ~ _ x < /I < >CO i + u 

'J 

<S; 2!r12+ 1 ~-u2 (1- Ir 12) 

Also 

-- ;:" 111 Icr + d l 2 • f (x+ u )2+y2 
ci + d ~ 1/ 1 + u2 
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For lul';;;2/a, <p(u);;;.y2/0+u2);;;'0:2/(1+4a- 2), while for lul>2/a, <p(u»u2/4(1+u2);;;. 
a-2/(1+4a-2). Hence inf<p{u) :;:;,:(1+4a-2 )-1 min (0:2 , a - 2)=m7. 

Il 

THEOREM 1. For AeM, TeE a , we have 

where 
f(u) = un - I (log u+ m9). (14) 

Assume A is factored into sections Ci as in (12). Let TeE a • Writing 1 for 1211 - 2, we get from (4): 

First, we shall assume Cj is not parabolic, henGe Cje!!lJ. We have 

2n-2 

WC. (T)= LbijTi, 
J i = O 

where the bij depend onj. Since all Cj belong to the fixed set!!lJ, we may assume 

2n - 2 

L Ibijl,;;; mlO 
i = O 

for allj. Writing 

we get 

211 - 2 

,;;; L IbijllaT+,Bl i l yT + oI2n-2-i, 
i = O 

and by lemma 4 this is not more than 

m~I - '1 T 1211 - 2 L Ibijl (a 2 +,82) ; / 2 (y2 + 02 ) 1I - I - i / 2. 

i 

But lemma 2 shows that 

so that 
1 {wCjICj+ 1 •• Ck)l,;;; mllITI 211 - 2/-L,, - I(A) L Ibijl, 

i 

or 

According to lemma 1 there are no more than m, log /-L{A) + lTV.!. factors Cj, so we get 

Next, suppose Cj=pm with P parabolic, Pe!!lJ. By our assumption (5) 

wp=qpl(P-l) , 
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from which follows 

Writing 
2,, -2 

qp= L aij7i,j=j(p) 
i=O 

we can say that 

for each p, since there are only a finite number of P in !!lJ. 
Now 

2n - 2 

l(qpICj . •. Ck ) I ~ L laij llaT+ f31 il y7 + 01211 -2-i. 
; = 0 

Since /.L(Cj ••• Cd ~ m3/.L(A) by lemma 2, the previous argument yields 

with a similar estimate for qplCj + 1 ••• Ck • It follows that wc.ICj + 1 • • • Ck is subject to the 
J 

estimate (16), and therefore to (17). Each term of (15), then, is estimated by (17), which thus holds 
for arbitrary AEr. 

Now we make use of the hypothesis that AEM. Recall that I Re Awol ~ A./2 for A EM. Also we 
may assume c# 0, otherwise A = ±/, and WI = W _ I = 0, the latter because 2n -2 is even. Therefore 

0 < 1m Awo ~ l/c?yo ~ l/m~yo. 

Hence IAwol 2 ~ m14, which with lemma 4 gives 

It follows that 
(18) 

and this inequality, inserted in (17), completes the proof. 

3. The Poincare series used by Eichler in [2] was of the type 

In order that this series should be independent of the particular system of representatives M, 
which is essential for later developments, we must have WS11lA (7) = WA( T). By (3) this necessitates 

wsm == 0 for all m, that is, Ws == O. This explains Eichler's condition (5'). Since we are using (5) 

rather than (5'), the above series is not independent of the choice of M and we must proceed 
differently. 
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For this purpose we go back to the series proposed by Poincare himself. Define 

(19) 

(20) 

The first step is to prove converge nce; here we make use of the sys te m M. We have L = SIIIA, 
AEM, so 

By (17) we can write, for TEE a, 

But 

where we have used (18). Secondly, we get from lemma 4, 

I'I'(T) I ~ m ITlz n-2 " 1 ~ 3"m21
-

1 

18 .t1,\1 (cz+dz)3/zlIf:'x I mA + AT- i 1 211 +2' 

Let E'a be the region obtained by deleting from Ea a small disk about each point of the finite set 
{L - li, LEf} n Ea. Then LT #- i for TEE'a, LEr. Suppose lei >co= max (2 , 20' - 1); then E 'a lies 
outside the isometric circle I CT + d I = 1 of radius 1/ Ie I < 0'/2. Hen ce L (E 'a) is inside the isometric 
circle 1- CT + a 1= 1. Since the radiu s of the latter circle is 1/ I C I < 1/2, it follows that , for all such 
c, ILT-il > 1/2. For the finitely many C in lei ~ Co we have ILT-il > 0, as stated above. There is 
thus a positive constant ml9 such that 

(*) 

, Also, since AEM, we have when C #- 0, 

so 

Hence I mA +A T -il~l m I A -mzo ~l m I A/2 for ImI A ~2m20' the inequality being established 
directly when c= O, i.e., AT=T. This gives for the inner sum of the double series above, 

Next'L < m~l ' the sum being extended over Alml < 2mzo, because of the estimate (*). Since 
m 

2 (c 2 + d 2 ) - 3 / 2 is known to converge ([3], p. 71), it follows that the double series converges ab
solutely uniformly in E'a and its sum is holomorphic there, i.e., holomorphic in Ea except at the 
points of {L - Ii}, where it has a pole. But {L - Ii} lies below some horizontal line, ,so 'I' is holomorphic 
in ImT ~ m n In this region we have the order of growth 

(21) 
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The same proof wiU show that t/J is holomorphi c in 1m 7 > Tn 22 and is meromorphic in H . Now 
all terms of t/J te nd to 0 as 7~ i 00, for c= 0 impli es L7 = 7+ k'A for so me in tege r k. Hence t/J ~ 0 as 
T~i oo . But t/J is an a utomorphic form of degree-2n-2 (i. e.,t/J1 - 2n- 2B = t/J forBEr) and so th e 
last sentence implies that t/J has a Fourier series 

" t/J(7) = L b"e2 Tr ihT/\ hi ;;,: l. 
h = h I 

(22) 

Moreover, t/J is not ide ntically zero, since it has a pole at the points {L -Ii}. 
Conside r now 

It is readily checked that 

consequently 

(23) 

That is, ct> sa ti s fi es the tran sformation formula of a n a utomorphi c integral with periods WHo It is 
clear also that ct> is meromorphi c in H. 

To complete the proof that ct> is of the second kind , we must show, first , that ct> is meromorphic 
a t the c us ps and , seco ndl y, tha t the additi ve polynomial qp( 7) of (3) is of degree:;:;; 2n - 2. The 
second co ndition is, howe ve r, immediately ve rified. Indeed , from (5) we ha ve 

where e ll is of degree:;:;; 2n - 2. He nce the equ ation (preceding (3» 

is sati sfi ed by q = e ll lVp, a polynomi al of degree:;:;; 2n -2. 
As to the firs t co ndition, since 

(24) 

It IS suffi cie nt if numerator and de nominator are each meromorphic at 7 = i OO (Vp7 = p ) a nd the 
denomina tor is not ide ntically zero. Now t/J 1- 211 - 2Vp is not identi cally zero, sin ce t/J is not. We 
mu st therefore investigate these fun ctions a t i oo . Here p run s over all c us ps of r , not jus t the 
ones in N . 

For p = 00 choose Vp = I. By (22) we have t/J = O(exp (-27rh I7/ iI.» while (21) shows that qr 
= 0 (7211 - 2). Hence ct> = O(exp 27rh I7/ 'A) and so is ct> - q, and the Fourier series of <P is therefore 
left-finite. 

When p is finite there are two cases. Suppose p is equivale nt to 00, i.e. , there is a BEr suc h 
thatB oo= p. The n <P b ' -2B = ct> + w/J = O(exp 27rh I 7/ 'A) as 7~ioo , for we have just proved <P is of 
thi s order. In general , if p I is equivale nt to P2, the meromorphicity of ct> at one point implies mero
morphicity a t the other. He nce we can assume P lies in N and in particular p is not equivalent 
to 00. 

Now c hoose 

__ ( p - 1) . Vp - V- I 0 ' pEN, P finJte. 
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We have 
wdVr) 

'1'1 - 4 V=r -4 ~ ((cVr+d)(LVr-i»21l +2 

1 " W s mA (V r ) 
= r - 4 2: (cVr+d)21l +2 2: (AVr-i+mA)2" +2· 

AE:M m=-x: 

Set 

AI = AV= (al bl)=(ap+b -a). 
CI d l cp+d-c 

Certainly CI >'= 0, otherwise Ap= AV( (0) = 00, but P is not r - equivalent to 00. Moreover, 

Rewriting, we get 

(25) 

LEMMA 5. For r€E a we have 

We follow the proof of theorem 1, replacing r by V r and confining r to Ea. Then 

IVrl = Ip-Ilrl ~ p+ I/lrl ~ r+ 1/0'= m24. 

If we insert this estimate at each point in the proof of theorem 1, we obtain from (17) and (18): 

But CI = cp+ d, d l =-c, hence 

This completes the proof of lemma 5. 
Returning to (25) we can now establish, exactly as in the lines preceding (21) , the absolute 

uniform convergence of '1'1 - 4 V in a region rEE'~ obtained by deleting small disks about the points 
{V- I L - I i, LEf} from Ea. If we let r~ i 00 in E;, each term ~ 0, SO that 'I' 1-4V ~ o. 

By a similar but simpler analysis !Ji1 - 2n- 2V ~ 0 with r ~ ioo. Hence 'I' and !Ji are meromorphic 
at each cusp p and by (24) so is <1>. 

We have proved: 
THEOREM 2. Let r be an H-group. Let n be a positive integer, and let {WA( r) IA € f} be a system of 
pOlynomials of degree 2n - 2 or less satisfying conditions (4) and (5) , the latter being fulfilled 
with respect to any normal fundamental region having 00 as a cusp. Then there exists an automorphic 
integral of the second kind and of degree 2n - 2 whose system of period polynomials is exactly 
{wA(r)}. 
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4. The following result is known: Given a finite set of points in a fixed fundamental region 
N and a principal part associated with each point, there exists an automorphic form 0 of degree 
2n - 2 that has poles with the given principal parts and is holomorphic elsewhere in N with the 
possible exception of the c usps. See Petersson, Konstruktion von Modulforme n .. . , Sitzungsber. 
Akad. Wiss. Heidelberg 1950, 417-494. The proof of this theorem depends on the Riemann·Roch 
theorem Since <1>+0 is obviously an integral of the second kind with the periods W ;I, we have : 
THEOREM 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 there exists an automorphic integral of the second 
kind and of degree 2n - 2 that fulfills the conclusion of theorem 2 and in addition is holomorphic 
in H. 

Theorem 3 is similar to one to be published by S. Husseni and M. I. Knopp, Eichler cohomology 
and automorphic forms, which deals with integrals of the third kind. Their proof also involves the 
Rie mann-Roch theorem. 

Note added in proof: 

The material of this paper is closely connected with Eichle r cohomology. Theorem 3 and 
similar theorems that can be obtained by thi s method, can be used to prove the theorems of Eic hler 
[1] , Gunning (The Ei c hler cohomology groups and automorphi c forms , Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 
100, 44-62 (1961)) , and Husse ni-Knopp, quoted a bove. For an exposition see my paper in Proc. 
of the Atlas Symposium No.2, Computers in Number Theory , Academic Press (to be publjshed). 
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